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Abstract. SAP AG is one of the biggest global operating software companies 

specialised in business solutions. They are market leader of enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) and customer relation management (CRM) applications. The 

customers of SAP AG are diverse varying from small and medium sized 

enterprises, until massive international corporations. SAP AG is in this business 

since 1972 which is long in this type of business. The existence can be credited to 

their adaptive change of products reacting on a constantly changing environment. 

SAP AG has turned out to be a survivor as they have walked through multiple 

adaptive cycles of changes successfully and survived a number periods of crisis. 
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1. Introduction 

SAP AG is a German company based in Walldorf, and the name is an abbreviation 

of Systems, Applications and Products. Originally it was founded by former IBM 

employees as a financially oriented package in 1972, but has evolved through time 

selling multi disciplinary packages and services currently. SAP AG supports almost all 

thinkable business functions such as manufacturing, purchasing, shipping, distribution, 

warehousing, human resource management,  payroll, engineering, etcetera in their ERP 

package. All functionality is generally supported with forecasting, analyses, reporting 

and workflow tools. Additionally they have supportive packages connecting such as 

CRM for customer relationship, business intelligence for overall reporting, mobile 

solutions for handheld devices, business process modeling (BPM) software, and even 

process integration middleware for connections and interfacing to others systems. All 

these functionalities and additional packages have grown and changed over the years 

resulting the adaption of SAP AG [1] to the changing environment and new technology. 

As a result they are still performing extremely well as they are the number four 

business software company in the world. Almost all major international corporations 

run SAP AG to support their business processes, and are using their services for 

integration, implementation and further improvements. To support this international 

diversified market SAP AG has more than 50.000 employees scattered over the world 

with offices in 75 countries and a turnover exceeding 10 billion US dollar a year. 



2. Adaptive cycle of change within industry competition 

Since their foundation SAP AG has walked through the adaptive cycle of change [2] 

multiple times and went through a number of big crisis and survived until now, see 

figure 1 below. Apparently they have a flexible strategy anticipating and reacting to 

these changes successfully thereby adopting their business model and products. In the 

following chapters a number of adaptive cycles of change are described including an 

analyses how SAP AG reacted on these.  

 

 
Figure 1: Adaptive cycle of change 

 

The main drivers for big changes within SAP AG where the competition in the 

software industry, and I will make an analyses using Porters five forces framework that 

shape industry competition [3]. See figure 2 below indicating the five forces shaping 

the industry and can lead easily to big crisis forcing companies to adapt or not with the 

risk of being outplayed as a consequence.  

These five forces are split first the rivalry among existing competitors themselves 

operating in a similar industry, in this case the software market (centre). Secondly the 

threat of new entrants trying to get a share of the market, or introducing cheaper or 

better substitutes of an existing product or service (horizontal plane). Third the 

suppliers and buyers can influence the competition with forces related to economies of 

scale (vertical plane).  



 
Figure 2: Porters five forces of competition 

2.1.  Rivalry among existing competitors 

The main force which shape industry competition is the rivalry amongst existing 

competitors. Looking at SAP AG there are multiple competitors in the market such as 

Oracle and JD Edwards, but mainly in specialized parts of the product offerings. As 

SAP AG offers so many products they do not have one specific competitor who is a 

overall competitor threatening to outplay them as a whole. The competition is on 

specific parts only, segregated by specific businesses, products and technology. As a 

result the risks are divided and so are the crisis and improvements. The crisis happens 

in segments of SAP AG forcing them to change a particular business, product or 

technology accordingly. There are numerous examples of these changes in the history 

of SAP AG and I will explore a recent one in more detail.  

A good example of one of these segments is the support of HR business processes. 

Originally this was not part of the SAP AG ERP package as their main focus was 

mainly on finance and logistic business processes. Customers showed interest and the 

competition did offer product supporting HR processes. However these were often 

products offering the functionality stand alone and not integrated in ERP. This segment 

was a crisis for SAP AG as there was pressure to include this in their product as the 

competition could deliver this product supporting HR functionality and integrating it 

with other business processes.  Looking for new combinations SAP AG chose the 

strategy to take over an exiting stand alone HR package. Instead of developing this 

themselves they integrate an existing solution in their ERP package making their 

product more competitive. Once integrated it was sold during the entrepreneurial phase 

and after a certain period it was business as usual again and a new equilibrium settled 

in on this market segment. 



 

2.2. Threat of new entrants 

In the rapidly changing software market new entrants are often penetrating the 

market using new technology. In the last years mobility is such a new technology 

which is used to concur new markets, fight competitors and distinguish themselves. 

This is a good example how SAP AG  handles new technology as they have chosen to 

take over one of the biggest players in middle ware being the Sybase Unwired Platform 

(SUB) supporting mobile technology. This company was performing very well as a 

new entrant on this new market being a very serious threat on this domain. The 

platform enables SAP AG ERP to be used through all thinkable mobile devices (phones 

and tables of all types). Instead of developing it themselves, SAP AG has bought this 

technology on the market for the astronomic price of 5.8 billion US dollar in 2010. 

Looking at this from the adaptive cycle model, they went into crisis as the 

competition was all going for mobile, and SAP AG did not have such a competitive 

product in their portfolio. Looking for new combinations they decided to buy a solution 

instead of developing it themselves (new combinations). Once the takeover was 

completed they integrated this new SUB product into their SAP AG ERP package and 

tried to sell it to their existing customers (entrepreneurship) as new product. This 

process has not finishes at this moment, so the equilibrium is not yet established and 

this is still a very dynamic market considering the rapid mobile technology 

developments. 

 

2.3. Threat of substitute products or services 

In the last years of globalization there is a tendency for off shoring development work 

to cheaper low wage countries. In the ICT market one of the biggest substitutes is the 

Indian work force offering high educated ICT professionals currently. As a result there 

is pressure on the development costs of new software products as this accounts for a 

significant part of the required investment. This is a threat for a number of software 

companies especially for developing new products or service. SAP AG has a massive 

development department in their German headquarters for new products, improvements 

and software support. To keep themselves competitive SAP AG has chosen the strategy 

to partner with Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) for new developments and customer 

services to lower their costs. Resulting they went through the adaptive cycle, going first 

in the crisis resulting the threat of substitute products and services. They found a new 

combination partnering with TCS, and have implemented this new way of working in a 

entrepreneurship phase bringing them to a new equilibrium once again.  

2.4. Bargaining power of suppliers 

SAP AG is a software company without strong dependencies on specific suppliers. 

They have basically all the knowledge in house and are developing their products by 

themselves. Resulting bargaining power of suppliers is no real threat or reason for 

crisis currently. This might change in future, especially regarding the usage of cheap 

labor such as offered by TCS. Once they are doing most of the development work for 



SAP AG they will be in a position to influence supplier bargaining power and push 

SAP AG in a crisis resulting forcing them to look for new combinations or alternatives. 

 

Also SAP AG has strong commercial relationships with partners who implement their 

products at various companies. This could be a potential threat from the bargaining 

power point of view if the partners had the volume of influencing the market. 

Especially if these partners would be companies as TCS with a massive customer 

portfolio scattered over the world. This is not the case at this moment, but this could 

turn out in a crisis and is a scenario SAP AG should be taken into account to keep the 

company healthy in future. 

2.5. Bargaining power of buyers  

From an adaptive cycle of change point of view, the bargaining power of buyers has 

been a slow cycle SAP AG has gone through. Steadily over the years they have grown 

to be one of the biggest ERP market leaders in the world thereby almost forcing 

customers to buy all related product from SAP AG. For example if you already have 

SAP AG ERP and you are looking for a CRM tool, SAP AG can offer this integrated 

with your ERP system and you will receive a good discount as you are already a 

customer. This is similar for a whole range of products SAP AG offers, and this is 

actually a consumer “trap” for the buyers getting more and more dependent on the SAP 

AG products in future. Also running most of your business processes on one platform 

creates a high threshold to switch to another supplier. This situation keeps SAP AG in 

the equilibrium phase as they have grown to such a size they do not suffer strongly 

from the bargaining power of buyers and related kind of competition problems forcing 

them in a new crisis currently.  

3. Conclusion 

From the above it can be concluded that SAP AG has walked through a variety of 

adaptive cycles of change successfully since their foundation in 1972. These adaptive 

cycles of change where in a number of different market segments and products. Some 

cycles went quick, others very slow depending on the market, competition, technology 

and circumstances. The required change is also dependent on the force which is 

shaping the industry, and it seems that SAP AG has established itself to be such a big 

player in the software market that they can influence these forces themselves. This 

influence is possible resulting their extremely luxurious financial position as they are 

capable of doing takeovers with a value of billions of dollars. Resulting they can take 

some risks without getting in real danger. Interestingly SAP AG’s main success [4] has 

not been in merely establishing cooperative networks, but in continuing to expand them 

with takeovers (which for the record where not all successful). When the cofounder 

Hasso Plattner of software company SAP AG was asked how they planned all this, he 

answered: “We didn’t, it just happened describing the developments on the ERP 

software market as an unpredictable, Darwinistic process”. 
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